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Skim reading is the new normal. The effect on society is
profound
Maryanne Wolf
When the reading brain skims texts, we don’t have time to grasp complexity, to understand another’s feelings or
to perceive beauty. We need a new literacy for the digital age
Sat 25 Aug 2018 09.41 EDT

L ook around on your next plane trip. The iPad is the new pacifier for babies and toddlers. Younger
school-aged children read stories on smartphones; older boys don’t read at all, but hunch over video
games. Parents and other passengers read on Kindles or skim a flotilla of email and news feeds.
Unbeknownst to most of us, an invisible, game-changing transformation links everyone in this picture:
the neuronal circuit that underlies the brain’s ability to read is subtly, rapidly changing - a change with

implications for everyone from the pre-reading toddler to the expert adult.

As work in neurosciences indicates, the acquisition of literacy necessitated a new circuit in our species’ brain
more than 6,000 years ago. That circuit evolved from a very simple mechanism for decoding basic
information, like the number of goats in one’s herd, to the present, highly elaborated reading brain. My research
depicts how the present reading brain enables the development of some of our most important intellectual and
affective processes: internalized knowledge, analogical reasoning, and inference; perspective-taking and
empathy; critical analysis and the generation of insight. Research surfacing in many parts of the world now
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cautions that each of these essential “deep reading” processes may be under threat as we move into digital-based
modes of reading.

This is not a simple, binary issue of print vs digital reading and technological innovation. As MIT scholar Sherry
Turkle has written, we do not err as a society when we innovate, but when we ignore what we disrupt or
diminish while innovating. In this hinge moment between print and digital cultures, society needs to confront
what is diminishing in the expert reading circuit, what our children and older students are not developing, and
what we can do about it.

We know from research that the reading circuit is not given to human beings through a genetic blueprint like
vision or language; it needs an environment to develop. Further, it will adapt to that environment’s
requirements – from different writing systems to the characteristics of whatever medium is used. If the
dominant medium advantages processes that are fast, multi-task oriented and well-suited for large volumes of
information, like the current digital medium, so will the reading circuit. As UCLA psychologist Patricia
Greenfield writes, the result is that less attention and time will be allocated to slower, time-demanding deep
reading processes, like inference, critical analysis and empathy, all of which are indispensable to learning at any
age.

Increasing reports from educators and from researchers in psychology and the humanities bear this out. English
literature scholar and teacher Mark Edmundson describes how many college students actively avoid the classic
literature of the 19  and 20  centuries because they no longer have the patience to read longer, denser, more
difficult texts. We should be less concerned with students’ “cognitive impatience,” however, than by what may
underlie it: the potential inability of large numbers of students to read with a level of critical analysis sufficient to
comprehend the complexity of thought and argument found in more demanding texts, whether in literature and
science in college, or in wills, contracts and the deliberately confusing public referendum questions citizens
encounter in the voting booth.

Multiple studies show that digital screen use may be causing a variety of troubling downstream effects on
reading comprehension in older high school and college students. In Stavanger, Norway, psychologist Anne
Mangen and her colleagues studied how high school students comprehend the same material in different
mediums. Mangen’s group asked subjects questions about a short story whose plot had universal student appeal
(a lust-filled, love story); half of the students read Jenny, Mon Amour on a Kindle, the other half in paperback.
Results indicated that students who read on print were superior in their comprehension to screen-reading peers,
particularly in their ability to sequence detail and reconstruct the plot in chronological order.

Ziming Liu from San Jose State University has conducted a series of studies which indicate that the “new norm”
in reading is skimming, with word-spotting and browsing through the text. Many readers now use an F or Z
pattern when reading in which they sample the first line and then word-spot through the rest of the
text. When the reading brain skims like this, it reduces time allocated to deep reading processes. In other words,
we don’t have time to grasp complexity, to understand another’s feelings, to perceive beauty, and to create
thoughts of the reader’s own.

There’s an old rule in neuroscience that does not alter with age: use it or lose it
Photograph: Sjale/Getty Images/iStockphoto
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‘Multiple studies show that digital screen use may be causing a variety of
troubling downstream effects on reading.’ Photograph: Westend61/Getty
Images/Westend61

Karin Littau and Andrew Piper have noted another dimension: physicality. Piper, Littau and Anne Mangen’s 
group emphasize that the sense of touch in print reading adds an important redundancy to information – a kind 
of “geometry” to words, and a spatial “thereness” for text. As Piper notes, human beings need a knowledge of 
where they are in time and space that allows them to return to things and learn from re-examination – what he 
calls the “technology of recurrence”. The importance of recurrence for both young and older readers involves 
the ability to go back, to check and evaluate one’s understanding of a text. The question, then, is what
happens to comprehension when our youth skim on a screen whose lack of spatial thereness discourages
“looking back.”

US media researchers Lisa Guernsey and Michael Levine, American University’s linguist Naomi Baron, and 
cognitive scientist Tami Katzir from Haifa University have examined the effects of
different information mediums, particularly on the young. Katzir’s research has found that the negative effects 
of screen reading can appear as early as fourth and fifth grade - with implications not only for comprehension, 
but also on the growth of empathy.

The possibility that critical analysis, empathy and other deep reading processes could become the unintended 
“collateral damage” of our digital culture is not a simple binary issue about print vs digital reading. It is about 
how we all have begun to read on any medium and how that changes not only what we read, but also the 
purposes for why we read. Nor is it only about the young. The subtle atrophy of critical analysis and empathy 
affects us all. It affects our ability to navigate a constant bombardment of information. It incentivizes a retreat to 
the most familiar silos of unchecked information, which require and receive no analysis, leaving us susceptible 
to false information and demagoguery.

There’s an old rule in neuroscience that does not alter with age: use it or lose it. It is a very hopeful principle 
when applied to critical thought in the reading brain because it implies choice. The story of the changing reading 
brain is hardly finished. We possess both the science and the technology to identify and redress the changes in 
how we read before they become entrenched. If we work to understand exactly what we will lose, alongside the 
extraordinary new capacities that the digital world has brought us, there is as much reason for excitement as 
caution.

We need to cultivate a new kind of brain: a “bi-literate” reading brain capable of the deepest forms of thought 
in either digital or traditional mediums. A great deal hangs on it: the ability of citizens in a vibrant democracy to 
try on other perspectives and discern truth; the capacity of our children and grandchildren to appreciate and 
create beauty; and the ability in ourselves to go beyond our present glut of information to reach the knowledge 
and wisdom necessary to sustain a good society.

Maryanne Wolf is the author of Reader, Come Home: The Reading Brain in a Digital World
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Abstract

While frequent readers are often stereotyped as socially awkward, this may only be true of
non-Wction readers and not readers of Wction. Comprehending characters in a narrative Wction
appears to parallel the comprehension of peers in the actual world, while the comprehension of
expository non-Wction shares no such parallels. Frequent Wction readers may thus bolster or
maintain their social abilities unlike frequent readers of non-Wction. Lifetime exposure to
Wction and non-Wction texts was examined along with performance on empathy/social-acumen
measures. In general, Wction print-exposure positively predicted measures of social ability,
while non-Wction print-exposure was a negative predictor. The tendency to become absorbed
in a story also predicted empathy scores. Participant age, experience with English, and intelli-
gence (g) were statistically controlled.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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I consider this the definitive book on the pedagogy of teaching critical thinking and empathy 
using books. Although it is written from the perspective of K-12 teaching, all the principles on 
the power of reading books to teach and the art of engaging students apply to university teaching. 
The author’s approach is “infectious and inspiriting.” 
 
Donalyn Miller is the author or co-author of several books about creating engaging and inclusive 
reading communities for all children. In her first book, The Book Whisperer: Awakening the 
Inner Reader in Every Child (Jossey-Bass, 2009), Donalyn reflects on her journey to become a 
reading teacher and describes how she inspires and motivates her middle school students to read 
40 or more books a year. In a starred review, Library Journal said, “Her approach is simple yet 
provocative: affirm the reader in every student, allow students to choose their own books, carve 
out extra reading time, model authentic reading behaviors, discard timeworn reading assignments 
such as book reports and comprehension worksheets, and develop a classroom library filled with 
high-interest books.” The Book Whisperer has been translated into several languages including 
French and Chinese (author’s web page). 
  

https://bookwhisperer.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Book-Whisperer-Awakening-Inner-Reader/dp/0470372273/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?ie=UTF8&qid=1539953260&sr=8-1-spons&keywords=the+book+whisperer&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Book-Whisperer-Awakening-Inner-Reader/dp/0470372273/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?ie=UTF8&qid=1539953260&sr=8-1-spons&keywords=the+book+whisperer&psc=1


Book Lists, Book Reviews, Book List Search Strategies 

WHAT MAKES FOR A GOOD BOOK LIST?  
“What makes a great Top 100 book list, in my view, is one that includes four criteria: 1) Plenty 
to agree with. 2) A few wild card picks that make you think, “Ah, yeah, good call, I wouldn’t 
have thought of that, but yeah!” 3) A few that are sketchy at best, or that you’re reasonably 
sure you can make an argument against, and 4) A few that make you mad.”   
— Greg Zimmerman 07-10-13 Book Riot 
 

Book Riot (bookriot.com) 

- RIOT ROUNDUP: “THE BEST BOOKS WE READ IN MAY 2018” [try different months/years] 
For example: https://bookriot.com/2018/06/12/riot-roundup-the-best-books-we-read-
in-may-2018/  

- THE 10 BEST TOP 100 BOOK LISTS: https://bookriot.com/2013/07/10/the-10-best-top-
100-book-lists/  

- Sample search for memoirs: https://bookriot.com/2018/07/03/must-read-classic-
memoirs-by-writers-of-color/ 

Goodreads (goodreads.com)  

Listopia (Book Lists): https://www.goodreads.com/list  

Amazon (amazon.com) 

- Use the search box to look for categories of books. For example, “immigration fiction 
books” 

- Amazon Bestsellers (categorized by genre and specific groups) 
https://www.amazon.com/best-sellers-books-
Amazon/zgbs/books/ref=zg_bs_unv_b_1_2438_3  

- Note: Amazon categorizes each book by genre and specific groups. For example: 
#79 in Books > Politics & Social Sciences > Social Sciences > Specific 
Demographics > African-American Studies 

Google (google.com) 

- Search “social justice novels” or by specific social justice topics: “disability fiction”  
- Search for books by identity month. For example, “Book Pride Month” or “Books 

Hispanic Heritage Month” 

 

https://bookriot.com/2013/07/10/the-10-best-top-100-book-lists/
https://bookriot.com/2018/06/12/riot-roundup-the-best-books-we-read-in-may-2018/
https://bookriot.com/2018/06/12/riot-roundup-the-best-books-we-read-in-may-2018/
https://bookriot.com/2013/07/10/the-10-best-top-100-book-lists/
https://bookriot.com/2013/07/10/the-10-best-top-100-book-lists/
https://bookriot.com/2018/07/03/must-read-classic-memoirs-by-writers-of-color/
https://bookriot.com/2018/07/03/must-read-classic-memoirs-by-writers-of-color/
https://www.goodreads.com/list
https://www.amazon.com/best-sellers-books-Amazon/zgbs/books/ref=zg_bs_unv_b_1_2438_3
https://www.amazon.com/best-sellers-books-Amazon/zgbs/books/ref=zg_bs_unv_b_1_2438_3
https://www.amazon.com/best-sellers-books-Amazon/zgbs/books/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books_3_1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/3377866011/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books_3_2
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/11232/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books_3_3
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/11298/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books_3_4
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/11298/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books_3_4
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/books/11300/ref=pd_zg_hrsr_books_3_5_last
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The New York Times (nyt.com): Best Sellers / Book Reviews 

For the Best Sellers, go to https://www.nytimes.com/books/best-sellers/. To see a book 
description click on the book, “Buy now,” Amazon or Barnes & Noble. 

Barnes & Noble (barnesandnoble.com)  

- B&N READS: https://www.barnesandnoble.com/blog/  

- B&N BLOGS (Kids, Teen, Sci-Fi and Fantasy) 

For example, see B&N’s Sci-Fi and Fantasy blog: 
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/blog/sci-fi-fantasy/  

The Perch: THE PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE BLOG 

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/blog/tag/staff-
picks?page=1&ref=PRH8CECFE1D13E4&linkid=PRH8CECFE1D13E4&cdi=4810ED70AC9C0
793E0534FD66B0A458A&template_id=10456&aid=randohouseinc6689-20  

The New Dork Review of Books 

 https://www.thenewdorkreviewofbooks.com/   

ReMezcla  

“The Literary Canon Is Mostly White. Here’s an Alternative Latin American Reading List”  

http://remezcla.com/lists/culture/latin-american-books-literary-canon/  

Note: if the link doesn’t open, do a search using the title. 

Reading While White   

http://readingwhilewhite.blogspot.com/   
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